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Cylinder Pressure Testing Machine for Extinguisher Containers 
for hydrostatic testing of fire extinguisher cylinders up to 40 bar 
pressure tests of cylinders with 1 to 20 litres capacity 
execution in two lines max. with 2 x 10 = 20 test stations 

 
Model DP10-D 
 
for serial hydraulic testing of 
extinguisher containers. 
Twin unit working 
alternately, equipped with 
two test stations with each 
five test positions, thereby 
enabling water discharge 
and re-setting at second 
station whilst test runs at first 
station. 
 
Standard equipment 
charging and testing 
pump, electric- and 
hydraulic-control,  
without individual test 
adapters for the different 
fire extinguishers. 
 
Technical Data: 
Test pressure: 20 - 40 bar 
Power supply: 
 400 V, 3 Ph, 50 Hz 
Compressed air supply: 
 6 bar 
Weight: approx. 500 kg 
Dimensions: 
 approx. 80 x 400 x 120 cm 
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Pressure testing Machine for Extinguisher Cylinders  
for hydrostatic testing of fire extinguisher cylinders up to 40 bar 
pressure tests of cylinders with 1 to 20 litres capacity 
execution in two lines max. with 2 x 10 = 20 test stations 

 

Brief technical description 
 
The units operate with a water cycle system. A rust preventive agent may be added to the 
water to prevent corrosion after the pressure test. 

The cylinders are manually inserted in a threaded head or in a quick-clamping head with a 
short lever movement, without any effort. - Our patented quick-clamping head offers the 
quickest method of clamping the cylinders. Alternatively you can use threaded attachment 
heads or intermediate clamping parts, which can be screwed on by hand with just a few 
rotation and fit to the quick-clamping head. 
All operations are controlled and checked at a switchboard. A low pressure pump fills the 
cylinders and a high pressure pump is used for the checking. A contact manometer controls 
the required pressure. The water is drained out through a suction pipe of the low pressure pump. 

The output of the units is determined by five factors: 

a)  the number of pressure test stations 
b)  the volume of the cylinders to be checked 
c)  the diameter of the filling hole of the cylinder (smallest possible opening 28 mm dia; 

smaller openings require a threaded adapter). 
d)  the number of personnel available 
e)  duration of the checking phase. 
In order to utilise the waiting periods during filling and draining and also in order to 
obtain a certain checking period under test pressure, the machines are designed in 
such a way that alternative use is allowed. The clamping heads are arranged in an 
angle or in one row, depending to the customer's request. 
 
For the following inside drying of the cylinders we offer our cylinder drying device type BT 30. 
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Performance per hour 

Cylinder 
volume 

Opening 
Test  

connections 
Test 

pressure 
Model 

DP04-D 
Model 

DP08-D 
Model 

DP20-D 

6 l M 30 x 1,5 4 / 8 / 20 30 bar ca. 60 ca. 120 ca. 300 
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Pressure testing Machine for Extinguisher Cylinders  
for hydrostatic testing of fire extinguisher cylinders up to 40 bar 
Quick-acting clamping heads 
Our patented quick-clamping head offers the quickest method of clamping the cylinders. 

These quick-acting clamping heads are equipped with clamping claws (clamping hooks) 
which grip the container filler opening rim and draw the edge or the seal seat of this filler hole 
towards a seal.  
The clamping lever of the quick-acting clamping head will require light pressure only. 
 

Quick-acting clamping head 
for neck ring with  
inside tread M 30 x 1,5 
 
Quick-acting clamping heads for 
outside thread M 74 x 2  
are also available 

 

Quick-acting clamping head 
for Extinguishers without Neck ring  
tread connection ( France design ) 

 
VULKAN was founded 1921 as fire extinguisher production 

VULKAN has been making filling and testing equipment since 1965 for all types of fire extinguishers. 
VULKAN supplies not only a perfect technology but also the necessary know-how to cope with all works 

can arise when providing production of fire extinguisher. 

 
Filling and testing machines 

Ohmstrasse. 18          D - 70736 Fellbach                GERMANY 
Telephone: ++ 49 ( 0) 711 5782006                Telefax: ++ 49 ( 0) 711-5782007 

e-mail: office@vulkan-werk.de
 


